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Overview of IBM Phytel Remind
One of the simplest and quickest ways to raise the quality of care, maximize staff productivity, and improve financial performance is to maintain
close communication with patients regarding their appointment schedules. IBM® Phytel proactively and efficiently automates this time-consuming
process, strengthening profitability, freeing up valuable staff time, and contributing to better health outcomes.

Engage Patients
Raising patients’ awareness of important medical appointments is the key to optimum healthcare—but when done manually, this can become very
expensive and time-consuming. IBM® Phytel Remind’s versatile, multi-modal communication engine efficiently integrates data from your practice
management systems to provide automated, customizable voice, text, and email reminders and confirmations—reducing the burden on staff,
enhancing the patient experience, and improving profitability.

Optimize Appointment Schedules
Effective, persistent patient communication makes it easy to reduce costly no-shows and to promote rescheduled appointments in the case of
cancellations. It also increases on-time arrivals, ensuring smooth visits for all patients on the daily schedule.
Break

Streamline Workflow
Easy-to-read reports include real-time details about the status of scheduled appointments and the progress of communications. The complete,
end-to-end process improves operational efficiency and allows medical staff to focus more effectively on patient care.

Real-Time Appointment Overviews
Detailed contact summaries give you real-time snapshots of patients’ responses to automated reminders and confirmation requests, as well as
the progress of persistent communication attempts. Versatile sorting options let you view summaries in the most effective and convenient way
possible. Easy-to-navigate screens also include a comprehensive page about each individual, and make it simple to configure appointment
confirmation settings across diverse facilities.

Customizable Voice, Email, and Text Options
You can create a communication strategy for every patient, with features such as:
Your choice of contact mode for each individual
Easily customized messaging
Spanish language option
Caller ID display
A call-transfer option linking patients to live staff
Convenient online enrollment for patients who opt for text messaging
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Appointment Confirmation Calls
Overview
IBM Phytel Remind sends automated phone calls to patients reminding them of their upcoming appointments. The messages sent and when the
calls are sent are configurable to align with your practice's policies and processes. The following user guide outlines the options and provides
sample call scripts.

Call Parameters
Phone calls are generally delivered from 5:30pm to 8:30pm Monday through Thursday and from 12:00pm to 5:00pm on Saturday. Reminders are
scheduled with one full business day between the appointment reminder call and the appointment to allow the clinic time to contact patients who
wish to reschedule or cancel appointments, and then make updates to your practice management system. The caller ID displayed to the patient
reflects the scheduling number for the clinic.
Day of the Call

Day of the Appointment

Monday

Wednesday

Tuesday

Thursday

Wednesday

Friday

Thursday

Saturday/Monday

Friday

No Calls

Saturday

Tuesday

Calls Not Sent
No reminder calls are made on Sundays or holidays; see Holiday Schedule for more information.

Holiday Schedule
Phone calls are sent during the times previously mentioned with the exception of the following observed holidays:
Thanksgiving (and the day following)
Christmas (Dec 24-25)
New Years (Dec 31-Jan 1)
For these holidays, appointment reminders are sent on either the previous or following business day; appointment reminder calls are not made on
the day that the holiday is observed.
Holiday Communication
Our client care team will communicate to you what the appropriate call schedule will be for each holiday; however, your management
may contact our client care team to customize your holiday call schedule.

Call Scripts
The following message scripts are generic and may not be identical to your clinic’s message script, as these are configurable.

There are two types of messages that a patient can receive, depending on whether a live person or answering machine answers the call.
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Live Answer
"Hello. <Facility Name> has an appointment reminder for <Patient Name>.
The appointment is on <Appointment Date> at <Appointment Time> with <Schedule Name>. To confirm your appointment, press 1. If you would
like to reschedule your appointment, press 2. To cancel your appointment, press 3. To listen to your reminder again, press 4."
If the patient presses 1: "Your appointment has been confirmed. If your plans change, and you need to cancel or reschedule this
appointment, please contact the office. We look forward to seeing you at your appointment. Thank you. Goodbye."
If the patient presses 2 or 3: "If you are sure you want to reschedule <cancel> your appointment, please press 1; or, to return to the
previous menu, press #. Your appointment has been rescheduled <canceled>. Thank you. Goodbye."

Answering Machine
"Hello. <Facility Name> has an appointment reminder for <Patient Name>.
The appointment is on <Appointment Date> at <Appointment Time> with <Schedule Name>. We look forward to seeing you at your appointment.
If you need to cancel or reschedule, please notify the office at least 24 hours in advance by calling <Facility Phone>. Thank you. Goodbye."

Spoken Names
We maintain a large database of spoken first names that is used when making outbound calls. Most common names are covered through
this names database. However, unique or uniquely spelled names may not find a match in the database. In this case, the patient name may
be substituted with the phrase “a person in your household.”

Determining Call Success
To determine whether to contact a patient again because he or she hasn’t received the message, phone call attempts are classified as either
successful or unsuccessful.
Successful means the system was able to deliver key message details to:
A live person
An answering machine
A voicemail
Calls might be unsuccessful for several reasons:
A busy telephone line
A dialing error
An invalid phone number
A line that continually rings with no answer
An early disconnection (This is typically a result of the caller hanging up, the cell phone dropping the call, or the answering machine
stopping.)
A live person picks up the telephone, but hangs up before hearing key message details.
Call Retries
In any of these situations, the system attempts to call back in 20-30 minutes. It stops after two attempts.
Listed below is the criteria IBM Phytel Remind uses to determine whether an appointment confirmation call is successful. The system ensures
that key message details are delivered before a call can be considered successful. You will notice a red asterisk, *, that indicates the point in the
message that must be played for a patient to have received the information necessary to designate a successful call.

Live-Answer Message
"Hello. <Facility Name> has an appointment reminder for <Patient Name>. The appointment is on <Appointment Date> at <Appointment Time> *
with <Schedule Name>. To confirm your appointment, press 1. If you would like to reschedule your appointment, press 2. To cancel your
appointment, press 3. To listen to your reminder again, press 4."

Answering Machine Message
"Hello. <Facility Name> has an appointment reminder for <Patient Name>. The appointment is on <Appointment Date> at <Appointment Time> *
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with <Schedule Name>. We look forward to seeing you at your appointment. If you need to cancel or reschedule, please notify the office at least
24 hours in advance by calling <Facility Phone>. Thank you. Good-bye."

Call Quality
Call quality issues sometimes interfere with a patient receiving a call.
Because so many people are using cell phones as their main point of contact, there will be issues where a patient has difficultly receiving a call, or
the call is considered unsuccessful. Various situations can affect the outcome of a call that just can’t be avoided, such as:
Loud background noise
Multiple voicemail boxes
Poor cell reception/dropped calls
Language barrier
Elderly/hearing impaired
These are all situations in which the patient may not hear the message, or the message may never begin. For example:
A patient is in an elevator and receives a call. The patient cannot hear anything, but IBM Phytel can hear him or her. IBM Phytel plays the
message, but the patient cannot hear it. The patient calls your clinic and mentions that he or she got a call from your number, but didn’t hear
anything. You can thank the patient for calling you back, and ask for the number at which the call was placed. Reassure him or her that you were
just calling to remind him or her of his or her upcoming appointment.

Determining the Reason for the Call
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Remember, the caller ID lists your clinic’s phone number, so that the patient can easily call your clinic to see why he or she was
called. However, for patients who call stating they did not receive a call from your practice, we suggest that you look them up in your
practice management system, and tell the patients when their appointment times are.

Technology
Based on the length of the answer message, our technology enables us to determine if a live person or answering machine answered
the call. Of course, there are situations that could still result in system detection issues, but IBM Phytel’s successfully delivered call rate
is 97 percent, versus the industry average of 90 percent.
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Appointment Confirmation Emails and Text
Overview
Appointment confirmation emails are sent to patients before a scheduled appointment and request that they confirm their appointments. The
confirmation emails include the following:
Patients' first name
Appointment details such as the appointment location, schedule, and time
Ability to confirm the appointment
Ability to unsubscribe (opt out) from email communications

How It Works
Appointment confirmation emails are delivered seven days before the scheduled appointment. If an appointment is
scheduled with fewer than seven days until the appointment date, then the patient does not receive an appointment confirmation email, but
instead receives a confirmation phone call.
Configuration Options
By default, emails are delivered seven days before the scheduled appointment. However, the number of days before the appointment is
configurable; thus, it may vary. Contact your administrator to understand your configuration.

A patient also receives a confirmation phone call if:
The patient does not confirm the appointment from the confirmation email.
The patient confirms his or her appointment from the confirmation email, but after phone calls have already been queued.

Example
If confirmation phone calls are scheduled to go out on Monday night for a patient's Wednesday appointment, and the patient confirms
via the confirmation email on Monday before noon, then the patient does not receive a confirmation phone call.
If the patient waits until later on Monday to confirm, then a confirmation phone call is likely already queued in the system in preparation
for evening calls to patients. Consequently, the patient may also receive a phone call.
Check with your administrator or manager to understand your configuration. Patients may need to confirm earlier in the day or even the
day before their appointments based on predetermined times that appointment data is received from your system.

The following is an example showing that the patient was sent an email reminder; however, he or she did not confirm. Consequently, a phone
reminder was sent. Because there were two phone reminders, the first was considered unsuccessful. Furthermore, since the appointment's
status is showing as unconfirmed, the second phone call is also considered unsuccessful.
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If the patient confirms his or her appointment from the confirmation email, and the confirmation was received before phone calls are queued, then
the patient does not receive a confirmation phone call.
The following is an example showing that the patient was sent an email reminder, and he or she confirmed.

Introductory Email
The purpose of the introductory email is to announce the email service and give patients the opportunity to unsubscribe (opt out) from email
communications.
Example Email
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The introductory email can be sent as early as 14 days before an appointment or as late as two days before the patient's appointment; however, it
is only sent once for each patient at that facility.
Patients must receive this email before appointment confirmation emails can be sent.
Example: When the Introductory Email Is Sent
If it is more than seven days before the appointment, then the patient will receive the introductory email followed by an appointment
confirmation email the appropriate number of days before the appointment. For his or her next scheduled appointment, the patient will not
receive another introductory email, since he or she has already received it.
If it is fewer than seven days, but more than two days before the appointment, then the patient will receive the introductory email, but an
appointment confirmation email will not be sent (if beyond the number of days before the appointment). However, the patient will receive a
confirmation phone call. For his or her next scheduled appointment, the patient will not receive another introductory email, since he or she
has already received it.
A patient can choose to not receive appointment confirmations emails by clicking the link in the sentence: "Click here to opt out of this email
service."
However, you can also assist a patient if he or she requests to opt out of email. Refer to the Appointment Communication History and Opt Out
section for manual opt-out instructions.

Appointment Confirmation Email
The following is an example of an appointment confirmation email that a patient may receive:
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The email provides the appointment details, including:
Location of the appointment
Date and time of the appointment
With whom the patient has the appointment
The patient can confirm an appointment by clicking Confirm Appointment (or the associated link if the button doesn't work). If a patient no longer
wants to receive email confirmations, then he or she can unsubscribe (opt out) by clicking the link within the following sentence: "If you have
received this transmission in error or would like to unsubscribe from this service, click here, and then delete it from your system."
If the patient needs to reschedule his or her appointment, or discuss the appointment, then the facility's phone number (appropriate booking
number) displays.

Confirmation Page
When the patient clicks Confirm Appointment, a confirmation page displays, acknowledging his or her confirmation.
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The confirmation page includes the following:
Appointment details and a map to the location of the appointment
Appointment-specific instructions
The ability to add the appointment to an Outlook calendar; click Add Appointment
The ability to choose an additional reminder via text message
Upcoming appointments chronologically for the same day and the same facility.
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Note
The IBM Phytel Remind email landing page no longer includes appointments with a status of canceled or rescheduled. Only confirmed
and unconfirmed appointments appear. These appointments will show under the section titled: Other appointments on this date at
[Facility Name].

Text Reminders
Patients can request to receive an appointment reminder text via the email landing page. To request a text reminder, the patient simply enters his
or her cell number and carrier, as shown below.
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Patients must subscribe to text reminders on the email landing page on an appointment-by-appointment basis. Each time a patient confirms an
appointment via email, he or she can choose whether to receive an additional reminder via text from the Confirmation page. Patients cannot
subscribe to always receiving reminder texts or only reminder texts.
After entering a cell phone number and selecting a carrier, click Send Reminder. A confirmation text message is sent with the following message:

Text Message
The patient will receive a text message 24 hours before his or her appointment. The messages are limited to 160 characters and require specific
compliance language. Below is our standard text appointment reminder message:
"<Patient First Name>, this is a reminder for your appointment with <Schedule Print Name> on <MM/DD/YYYY> at <HH:MMtt>. Reply
APPTSTOP to stop. MSG&Data rates may apply."
Example Text
"John, this is a reminder for your appointment with Dr. Jones on January 7, 2015 at 11:30. Reply APPTSTOP to stop. MSG&Data rates may
apply."

When an Appointment Has Already Been Confirmed, Canceled, or Rescheduled
If a patient has already confirmed, canceled, or rescheduled an appointment via one communication method and attempts to take action on the
same appointment through a different method, then a patient message appears on the email landing page.

Patient Message Displayed on Landing Page if Attempted via Email:
"This appointment has already been [Status] (Confirmed, Canceled, Rescheduled). Please call our office at [Facility Phone] with any questions or
to make changes, and we will be happy to assist you."
Thank you,
[Facility Written Name] Staff
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Patient Message Received if attempted via Text Message:
"This appt has already been [Status] (Confirmed, Canceled, Rescheduled). Pls call [Facility Phone] to make any changes. Text HELP for Help.
STOP to opt out. MSG data rates may apply."
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Working with Your Appointment List
Overview
The Confirmation Summary page allows you to view upcoming appointments as well as outbound reminders and confirmations, while adjusting
communications as needed. You can view appointments for a specific date, based on selected groups and their associated schedules that you
have permission to access, as well as refine your list based on the appointment status and responses available.
For each patient's appointment, you can view his or her phone number and details, including the time, appointment type, provider, and facility; the
results of his or her last communication also displays. You may also click on the patient's name to display his or her Patient Summary and Opt
out, allowing you to view more patient details, as well as manage his or her opt-out preferences.
By selecting one or several patient records, you can resend notifications of unconfirmed appointments.

Accessing
You need specific system permissions to access and utilize IBM Phytel Remind functionality. If you have the appropriate permissions, then the
Remind tab displays.
Once you click the Remind tab, the Confirmation Summary page displays; on this page, you can view patients who have been called by the
system for appointment confirmations from this page.

Viewing and Refining
Once you navigate to the Confirmation Summary page, determine which patients you want to view. Providers belong to different groups that
have been set up for you during the implementation process; each provider has one or more schedules with which patients are associated. To
view a specific set of patients to determine the status of their confirmation calls, select one or more Groups, then one or more Schedules, and
then an appointment Date.
At the top of the page, select the following filters to define the list of patient appointments to view:
1. The Groups filter displays a list of facilities that you can access. You must select at least one or more groups; if you want to select all,
click the Select All checkbox. Type in the filter box directly to search for a specific group.
2. Once you select at least one group, its associated provider's schedules display in the Schedules filter. You must select at least one or
more schedules; if you want to select all schedules, click the Select All checkbox. Type in the filter box directly to search for a specific
schedule.
3. The Date defaults to Today's Date and is the appointment date; however, you may change it to any date.
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4. In the the left sidebar, additional filters help you refine your list, and take additional actions, whether it is updating your practice
management system or determining to whom you will resend reminders.
The Status checkboxes allow you to identify which appointment statuses you want to view, such as Rescheduled, Confirmed,
or Unconfirmed. The icon associated with the Status option also displays next to the patient's name, so that you can easily
identify each appointment's status. You must check at least one status.
The Response checkboxes allow you to identify those appointments in which there has either been no communication, or, if
there has, it indicates the response received with the last communication, such as being Busy, received a Dial Error, or it was a
Live Answer. You must check at least one response.

5. Click Find Appointments to display the appointments that meet your criteria.
Break
You can make changes to any of your filter criteria (Groups, Schedules, Date, Status, or Response). However, each time that you do, an alert
message displays, reminding you to update your appointment list by clicking Find Appointments to display the records meeting your new criteria.
You can make all of your desired changes before updating your results.
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The total number of appointments that meets your criteria appears at the bottom right of the list.

More than 500 Appointments
Your results are limited to the first 500 appointment records meeting your criteria. If exactly 500 are in your result set, we recommend
you refine your criteria to retrieve a result set that is fewer than 500. Use the sidebar options or the top filters to refine your search, and
click Find Appointments.

If no appointments meet your criteria, then a message displays, indicating that "There are no records that meet your filter criteria."

Selecting and Deselecting Columns
You can choose which columns display on the Confirmation Summary page. Default columns displayed include Date of Birth, Facility, Patient
, Phone, Provider, Time, Type, Response Mode, and Patient Response.
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If a user is on the Confirmation Summary page and selects or deselects column options, when the user leaves or logs off, the column selections
are maintained. Deselecting all checkboxes in the Columns drop-down menu causes the default columns to display when the user returns to the
Confirmation Summary page (Date of Birth, Facility, Patient, Phone, Provider, Time, Type, Response Mode, and Patient Response).
Patient Response displays the patient's response to an appointment reminder: Confirmed, Canceled, or Rescheduled.

Appointment List Details
If there is at least one appointment that meets your criteria, then a list of appointments displays with the following appointment information:

The name of the Patient associated with the appointment
The patient's Phone number
The Time of the appointment
The Type of the appointment
The Provider and the Facility the appointment is associated with
The patient's Response Mode (includes Email, Phone, or Text)
Users can now select a Patient Response from the Columns drop-down menu to include on the Confirmation Summary page. Patient
response options are Confirm, Cancel, or Reschedule.

The first two columns provide additional information about the appointment.

The first column indicates the information about the appointment reminder feature.
A disabled checkbox indicates one of the following:
The appointment is in the past.
A reminder to the appointment has already been sent today.
The appointment is associated with an appointment status that does not allow for reminders to be sent.
An enabled checkbox indicates that a reminder may be sent for the appointment.
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A clock indicates that an appointment reminder is in the process of being sent.
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The second column indicates the appointment's Status:
Unconfirmed Appointment
Patient or Doctor Canceled Appointment
Patient Was a No-Show
Rescheduled Appointment
Confirmed Appointment
Patient Checked in

You can hover over the

or other applicable icon to view the final result of the call:

Working with the List
By default, 25 records per page display; however, you can modify the number of records per page, and navigate to the different pages by using
the grid footer.

You can use the Sort By option in the sidebar to help display your appointments based on how you want to review and prepare for your day. You
can sort the patient list by Time, Provider, Time and Provider, Status, and Status and Response.

Select one of the following Sort By options:
Option

Behavior

Time

Displays appointments in time-ascending order; displays the earliest appointment first

Time and
Provider

Displays appointments with earliest times listed first for each provider

Provider

The appointments are sorted based on the provider's name, in ascending alphabetical order. Consequently, all
appointment records for a provider are consolidated together.

Status

The appointments are listed based on their status. Therefore, all appointment records for a status are
consolidated together.

Status and
Response

Within each status, the appointments are sorted based on their communication response.
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Using the Appointment List
Your appointment list helps you reach out to patients who have not yet been confirmed, or follow up with patients who have rescheduled or
canceled.
Contact patients who have not yet confirmed their appointment.
Contact patients you have canceled to set a new appointment.
Identify patients who had unsuccessful communications, and determine if the data needs to be updated, or attempt to contact them
again.

Identifying Patients Who Have Canceled or Rescheduled
The following filter is beneficial for identifying patients who have canceled or rescheduled appointments. You must update your practice
management system accordingly, so that the appointment slots can be used by other patients.
In the Status section, click Canceled (By Patient) and Rescheduled.
In the Response section, click Busy, Live Answer, No Answer, and Dial Error.
Click Find Appointments to refresh the data.
Remove the canceled and rescheduled appointments in your practice management system.
Reschedule/rebook the patient into the provider’s schedule in your practice management system for a future date.

Identify Patients to Whom you want to Resend a Reminder
Grouping all Unconfirmed
notification icons together allows you to quickly identify calls answered by an answering machine or calls where
the patient did not interact with the system:
In the Status section, click the Canceled (By Patient), Rescheduled, and Unconfirmed checkboxes.
In the Response section, click the Busy, Live Answer, No Answer, and Dial Error checkboxes.
Click Find Appointments to refresh the data.
The system displays the Last Communication information below the patient’s name. Review the reasons contacts were unsuccessful.
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To review those calls that were successfully answered live or by an answering machine, click the appropriate checkbox.
Manually call patients, or resend notifications when appropriate.

Review Appointments Confirmed via Email
In the Status section, click Confirmed.
In the Response section, click Email Sent.
Click Find Appointments to refresh the data.

Unconfirmed Emails
You cannot filter for unconfirmed emails, as they are included in the phone call attempts to reach patients. Emails that are not
confirmed by patients are only viewable on the Communication tab on the Patient Summary page.
Example: Indicates that an email reminder was initially sent for the appointment and was confirmed.
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Example: Indicates that an email reminder was sent, but not confirmed; therefore, two additional follow-up call reminders were
sent for the same appointment.
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Resending Notifications
IBM Phytel Remind allows you to re-send notifications to patients who have a Last Communication of Busy, No Answer, or Dial Error. During
the designated call period set up by your clinic, the system calls each patient you have selected a maximum of two times in an attempt to leave a
message or reach a live person.
For appointment types that have been configured for notifications, you may resend a notification reminder; however, you may not send a reminder
if:
The appointment type has not been configured for notifications.
The appointment is for a date and time in the past.
The appointment has a status other than Unconfirmed.
Two reminders have already been sent for the appointment today (using Resend Notification).
If the appointment time does not meet the above criteria, then the checkbox associated with the appointment is enabled, allowing you to send the
patient a reminder.

Resend Notification Attempts
Because there is a maximum call setting of two retry attempts, only patients with unconfirmed appointments and fewer than two retries
receive another set of automated calls.

To send an appointment reminder:
1. Click the checkbox next to the appointments that you want to send a notification to; if you want to select all appointments in which a
reminder can be sent, then click on the first column header's checkbox. The total number of appointments selected displays at the top.

2. Click Resend Notifications to send reminders for selected appointments.
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3. A dialog box displays, allowing you to proceed or cancel. To proceed, click Submit; if not, then click Cancel.

When Do Calls Go out?
When your organization was set up, non-urgent call times were established. These are the hours in which your organization has
allowed us to send telephone reminders on behalf of your providers. If you click Resend Notifications, then the additional series of
calls occurs during these hours.
For example, if your organization’s non-urgent call hours are 10am-8pm, then calls will not begin until 10am, and will never go out
beyond 8pm.
Scenario 1: If you click Resend Notifications at 7:45am, and your non-urgent call hours are set to begin at 10am, then your first
send/resend call will not occur until 10am or shortly after.
Scenario 2: If you click Resend Notifications at 4:55pm before leaving your office for the day, then we will have the opportunity to
make the call series until the 8pm call cut-off time.

When notifications are sent, the Enable checkbox displays a clock image, indicating that the notification is queued.

Opting Patients Out
There are always circumstances in which a patient should not or wishes not to be contacted. Opting a patient out of our appointment
reminders involves not contacting him or her. Some reasons calls are turned off for a patient include the following:
Doctor request
The patient is impaired
The patient requests not to receive automated calls
For these patients, your clinic should determine how you want to inform the patient of an upcoming appointment.
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Printing an Appointment List
While viewing a list of appointments, you may also print one page of your results or your entire list in a Microsoft Excel, Microsoft Word, or PDF
format. The printout includes the selected groups, schedules, statuses, and responses used to create your results, as well as who created the
printout and when it was done.
After viewing your results, to print:
1. Click Print to view your options of All and Current Page.

2. When you select a print option, your appointment list displays in a new browser window.
Browser Pop-ups
To print the reports, turn off your browser's pop-up blocker.

The report title indicates whether you have chosen All or Current Page. If you select Current Page, then the title indicates the number of
pages in your results and which page you are viewing.

The report includes the following:
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Date the report is generated and the user ID that generated it
Schedules selected
Groups selected
Statuses selected
Responses selected
Appointment details: Appointment Status, Notification Response, Patient's Name, Patient Phone Number, Appointment
Time, Appointment Type, Provider, and Facility
3. Using the Save icon near the top left, select the format that you want to save the report in or for printing: Excel, PDF, or Word.

When you select an option, you can preview or download your report; the report is titled Appointments.
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Appointment Communication History and Opt Out
Locate the Patient
When a patient contacts you to discuss a specific communication, often to schedule or reschedule an appointment, or wanting to no longer
receive specific types of communications, you must access his or her Patient Summary using the Patient Search feature. The Patient
Summary page allows you to view basic information about the patient to verify his or her identity, as well as to review the last 90 days of
communications (as of March 2015), and manage the patient's opt-out settings.

Because the communication the patient received did not state the patient’s health information, you need to look up the patient’s information. The
following is an example of how to handle such a patient that calls, asking about the communication; however, discuss with your practice manager
specific scripts you should use for different situations.
When the patient calls, say “Thank you for calling us back. Our doctors have a system to monitor your health and provide appointment
reminders. May I please have the phone number that you received the call and your name?" (If the communication is an email address,
then ask for the patient's email address at which he or she received the communication, as well as his or her phone number.)
Type in the patient’s phone number (ten digits, no spaces or dash marks) in the Search Patients box on the top right side of the page,
and click Go.

Patient Verification
Once you have accessed the patient's record, you can verify that the person calling is the patient for whom the message is intended based on
additional information such as his or her name and birth date located at the top of the page.

The following information displays at the top of the Patient Summary page:
Patient's name in Last Name, First Name, Middle Name format
Patient's Date of Birth
Patient's Gender
Patient's primary Phone Number
Patient's primary Email address
Patient ID number

Recent Communications
The Communications tab is selected by default. All communications with the patient in the last 90 days display, with the most recent
communications displayed first. You can use this to locate a specific communication that a patient may be inquiring about; often, this is the most
recent event. This enables you to explain to the patient why he or she has been contacted.
If there have not been any communications in the last 60 days, the following message displays:
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For each communication, the following information displays, all of which can help patients understand why they have been contacted.

Status

The event's status, which depends on whether it is a Health Reminder (IBM® Phytel Outreach) or Appointment Reminder
(IBM Phytel Remind) event. See the Status image details below.

Comm.
Date

The date of the initial communication event

Reason

Indicates whether the communication is associated with a Health Reminder (IBM Phytel Outreach) or Appointment Reminder
(IBM Phytel Remind) event

Description

More information on why (the protocol or appointment type) the patient is being contacted

Provider

The provider that initiated the contact or with whom the appointment is associated

Facility

The provider's facility

Attempts

The number of communication attempts made

The following describes the status images based on the Reason, where Appointment Reminder is associated with the IBM Phytel Remind
application, and Outreach Health Reminder is associated with the IBM Phytel Outreach or IBM® Phytel Outreach Plus application:
Reason
Appointment Reminder
Appointment Reminder
Appointment Reminder
Appointment Reminder
IBM Phytel Outreach Health Reminder

Status Image Descriptions
Unconfirmed appointment
Patient or doctor canceled appointment; patient was a no-show
Rescheduled appointment
Confirmed appointment or patient checked-in
Successful health reminder attempt

IBM Phytel Outreach Health Reminder
Health reminder attempt was made or delivered, but attempt was unsuccessful
If you expand the individual communication record, then you can see the details associated with each attempt, based on the reason indicated.
The details include:
Communication type
Communication date and time
Whether the communication attempt was delivered, regardless of whether it was considered successful. If the attempt was unsuccessful,
then an additional attempt is made.
For IBM Phytel Outreach, whether the attempt was completed (delivered)
For Appointments, the delivery outcome, such as dial error, live response, answering machine, etc.
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Email Communications
The Communications tab only displays emails sent successfully to the patient's email address. It does not show if an unsuccessful
email attempt was made. For example:
If an email address has an invalid format, then it does not display on the Communications tab.
If an email bounces, then it displays under the patient's name as No Communication: Email Bounced, but does not display
on the Communications tab.
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Opt-Outs
After communications are sent, you may receive requests from patients to stop any or all communications (e.g. phone calls, emails). To fulfill this
request, you must opt the patient out. However, this involves the following:
Determining which kinds of communications that the patient no longer wants to receive
Discussing with your practice manager to understand your organization's policy regarding opt-outs, as some organizations prefer to not
allow global opt-outs or specific types of opt-outs

Opt-out Permissions and Process
The ability to opt out is permissions-based; if you cannot opt out patients, then contact your administrator to determine whether you can
obtain the appropriate permissions.
The opt-out process can differ from practice to practice, so it's important to follow the procedure set in place by your practice manager
when opting a patient out. Included at the end of this section is an Opt-out Form Example. Fill this out after discussing opt out with a
patient, and return it to your practice manager for review.

When talking with the patient, ask the following:
"Which kinds of these communications do you no longer want to receive: Appointment reminders, health reminders, and/or additional
health-related information initiated through your organization's campaigns?"
"Which forms of these communications do you no longer want to receive: Email communications and/or phone calls?"
When viewing the patient's opt-out settings, you can view all active and inactive opt-outs as well as add or delete existing opt-outs. When adding
opt-outs, you can clear or reset all settings.
For each opt-out, indicate:
Field

Option

Description

Type

Global Opt-out

All communications are stopped (email, text,
phone) for all products (IBM Phytel Outreach,
IBM® Phytel Coordinate campaigns, IBM Phytel
Remind).
This is the only option if the patient wants to opt
out of appointment reminders; you may also
educate the patient that he or she can opt out of
IBM Phytel Remind emails by clicking on the
Opt-out link provided in his or her introductory
or appointment reminder emails.

Until
(Duration)

Health Reminders - Phone

All protocols for IBM Phytel Outreach phone
calls and IBM Phytel Coordinate campaign
phone calls are no longer made.

Specific protocols such as Asthma, Diabetes

IBM Phytel Outreach health reminder phone
calls associated with the selected protocols are
no longer made.

Appt Conf Email

IBM Phytel Remind appointment reminder
emails are no longer sent.

Health Reminders - Email

IBM Phytel Coordinate emails are no longer
sent.

Date

Stop communications through the date
selected. (Does not apply to global opt-out)

Days

Stop the communications for the specified
number of days. (Does not apply to global
opt-out)

Permanent

Stop communications entirely
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Reason

List of options based on the selected type

Opt-out reasons associated with opt-out type
determine whether a specified duration will be
applied.
Multiple Opt outs
Applying multiple opt-out
types causes the most restrictive
reasons available for selection to
display.

If you select All Health Reminders, then reasons include: Doctor Request
Global Opt Out, Invalid Phone Number, Left Practice Changed Doctors,
Left Practice Insurance Change, Left Practice Moved from Area, Patient
Dismissed, Not a Regular Patient, Other Global Opt Out, Patient
Deceased, Patient Impaired, Patient Request Does Not Like Automation,
Patient Request Prefers Not to Receive Reminder.

These are automatically associated with the
permanent duration; you do not need to specify
the duration.
Permanent Opt out
Even though you can select a
duration for All Health Reminders,
Remind only applies the permanent
duration.
For example, even if you select 90
days (or the system automatically
selects 90 days) for the duration of
All Health Reminders, the system
opts the patient out permanently.

Comments

If you select Global, then reasons are the same as All Health Reminders.

These are automatically associated with the
permanent duration; you do not need to specify
the duration.

If you select a specific protocol, then reasons include: Appointment is
Scheduled, Benefit Not Covered, Condition Not Valid, Condition
Resolved, Doctor Request, Followed by Other Provider in Other Location
, Other Reason, Patient Decline, Service Provided Elsewhere, Service
Provided in Office.

Must specify a duration

If you select Appt Conf Email, then reasons are the same as if a specific
protocol is selected.

Must specify a duration

If you select Campaign Email, then reasons are the same as if a specific
protocol is selected.

Must specify a duration

Any additional information that you want to note for the opt-out request; this is
optional.

Opt-out Examples
The following are examples on how to set different opt-outs.
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Global: Opt out of all
communications (email, text,
phone) for all products (IBM Phytel
Outreach, IBM Phytel Coordinate
campaigns, and IBM Phytel
Remind)

Email: Opt out of reminder emails
(patients can opt out using the link in
the introductory email or
confirmation email)
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Example Opt-out Form

Patient Opt-out Form Example
The following is an example of an opt-out form that you can use to limit the number of individuals assigned the opt-out permissions.
If you encounter an issue with opting a patient out, complete the following form, and send it to our support organization:
Patient Name: _________________________

Phone Number: _________________________

Patient ID: ____________________________

Health Reminders - Phone (IBM Phytel Outreach)
IBM Phytel Remind - Global Opt-out (Permanent opt-out of all communications (email, text, phone) for all products: IBM Phytel
Remind, IBM Phytel Outreach, and IBM Phytel Coordinate campaigns)
Reason for Opt-out (circle one)
Invalid Phone Number

Patient Impaired

Patient Deceased

Left Practice - Changed Doctors

Left Practice - Insurance Change

Left Practice - Moved from practice

Left Practice - Patient Dismissed

Patient Request - Does not Like Automation

Patient Request - Prefers not to Receive Reminders

Other

Protocol-Specific Opt-out (IBM Phytel Outreach)
Specific Protocols (List protocols below)
______________________________ ____________________________ ________________________________
______________________________ ____________________________ ________________________________

Length of Time to Opt Out
Date: _____________________________________________
Number of Days: ____________________________________
Permanent: ________________________________________
Reason for Opt-out (Circle one)
Appointment Is Scheduled

Benefit Not Covered

Condition Not Valid

Condition Resolved

Doctor Request

Followed by Other Provider in Other Location

Other Reason

Patient Decline

Service Provided Elsewhere

Service Provided in Office

Additional Explanation: ___________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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Requestor Name: __________________________________
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No-Show Appointments
Overview
A no-show is an appointment status for a patient who did not attend his or her scheduled appointment. IBM Phytel calls these patients, notifies
them of their missed appointments, and asks them to reschedule. An active patient is eligible for a no-show call when he or she has a no-show
status for a scheduled appointment and does not have an upcoming appointment at that facility. The system makes one attempt to contact the
patient about a no-show appointment.

Call Delivery
There are two scripts available for the no-show message:
1. Default message script without schedule name:
"Hello. <Facility Name> has a reminder for <Patient Name>. Our records indicate that you recently missed a scheduled appointment.
Please call our office to schedule an appointment at <Facility Phone Number>. Thank you. Goodbye."
2. Default message script with schedule name:
"Hello. <Facility Name> has a reminder for <Patient Name>. Our records indicate that you recently missed a scheduled appointment with
<Schedule Name>. Please call our office to schedule an appointment at <Facility Phone Number>. Thank you. Goodbye."

No-show calls queue at noon (Central time), Monday through Saturday, based on an appointment status of No-Show. No-show calls queue up
the day following the no-show appointment. Because of this, it is important to update appointment statuses quickly, so that data is delivered to
IBM Phytel before the calls are set up/queued in the system or included in the No-Show Phone campaign. Multiple no-show calls to a patient can
occur in a day if the patient has missed multiple appointments at multiple facilities. However, we will not contact that patient again for the same
no-show appointment.
A patient can have multiple no-show appointments in the same day or multiple days with the same doctor or multiple doctors. If not previously
included in a No-Show Phone campaign, then we handle multiple no-show appointments in the following ways:
Scenario

Result

Multiple no-show appointments for the same facility across
multiple days

One call based on the most recent no-show appointment for the facility

Multiple no-show appointments for the same facility on the same
day

One call based on the most recent no-show appointment that day for the
facility

Multiple no-show appointments for multiple facilities on the same
day

One call per facility based on the most recent no-show that day for
each facility

Details of Patient Eligibility
For a no-show patient to receive no-show phone calls, he or she must meet the following criteria:
Rule

Details

Patient has valid
contact information

Standard phone number format of area code and seven digits (no out-of-country phone numbers).

Patient has a
no-show
appointment from a
previous
appointment

Systems that identify no-show appointments require a mapping, so the No-Show Phone feature can recognize these
appointments. Some systems don't identify no-show appointments and won't be able to use this feature.
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Patient has a
no-show
appointment within
the look-back range
of days

The system search looks back three days for missed appointments that meet the No-Show Phone rules. This search
includes appointments for all doctors and facilities for your contract. If none of the appointments has a No-Show status,
then the patient is excluded. If a different look-back range is needed, then contact IBM Phytel Client Care.

Patient has no
appointments
scheduled within
the look-forward
range of days

The search looks forward for upcoming appointments 30 days from the patient's most recent no-show date (date found
in the look-back). If an appointment is found, then the patient is excluded. This search only includes appointments at the
facility where the no-show appointment was scheduled, but may have no other association with the no-show
appointment. If a different look-forward range is needed, then contact IBM Phytel Client Care.

The system search does not differentiate between business days, weekends, and holidays; it selects the most recent
no-show appointment per facility for each phone call campaign created. The system only uses the most recent no-show
appointment per facility in the look-back range.

The system looks for an appointment with a status of Unconfirmed, Confirmed, or Checked-in. The system does not
consider appointments that were rescheduled or canceled (by patient or doctor). The search does not differentiate
between business days, weekends, and holidays.
Patient has a
no-show
appointment from
schedules that are
enabled for Remind

IBM Phytel Remind must be enabled for your contract.

Patient is an active
patient

Patients with a status of Inactive, Deceased, or Delisted are excluded.

Patient is not opted
out

Patients with a Global Opt Out status are excluded. Application users can set up global opt-outs. Exclude appointments
for patients with a Global opt-out.

Record of the Communication
If a patient receives a no-show phone call, then No Show Phone Call displays in the Communications tab of the Patient Summary page. The
Last Communication Date field on the Patient Management page updates based on no-show phone communications.
Patient Summary / Communications History

Important
If you have the appropriate permissions for IBM Phytel Coordinate, then you can access the Patient Management page. If you do not
have the appropriate permissions, then you will not be able to see this page.

Patient Management / Last Communication Date
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Working with IBM Phytel Remind Alert Phone Notifications
An alert notification is a phone communication users create to alert patients that the office will be closed, or that a provider is unavailable. IBM
Phytel Remind makes it easy to create these notifications for same-day delivery.

Alert Notification Messages
Depending on the reason for the alert notification, you can choose one of the following call scripts to deliver to your patients:
Office Closed (General):
"Hello, <Facility Spoken Name> has a notification for <Patient Spoken Name>. Our offices will be closed due to an unexpected
event. Your appointment with <Schedule Name> at <Appointment Date/Time> must be rescheduled. Please call our office at
<Facility Phone Number> to reschedule your appointment. We apologize for any inconvenience this may have caused. Thank you,
goodbye."
Office Closed (Bad Weather):
"Hello, <Facility Spoken Name> has a notification for <Patient Spoken Name>. Our offices will be closed due to the weather. Your
appointment with <Schedule Name> at <Appointment Date/Time> must be rescheduled. Please call our office at <Facility Phone
Number> to reschedule your appointment. We apologize for any inconvenience this may have caused, but we assure you that patient
safety is our highest priority. Thank you, goodbye."
Provider Unavailable (General):
"Hello, <Facility Spoken Name> has a notification for <Patient Spoken Name>. <Schedule Name> will be unavailable today due to an
unexpected event. Your appointment on <Appointment Date> at <Appointment Time> must be rescheduled. Please call our office at
<Facility Phone Number> to reschedule your appointment. We apologize for any inconvenience this may have caused. Thank you,
goodbye."

Alert Notification Message Delivery
IBM Phytel Remind alert notifications provide you with a customizable call window that IBM Phytel Remind uses to contact patients about office
closures or provider unavailability. However, these calls:
Typically occur from 7:00 AM to 8:30 PM; however, you can customize this time window.
Include one initial call and one retry attempt if the first call is unsuccessful (two calls total).
Include a 20-minute window between call retry attempts.
Include a 60-minute period at the end of the call window for the day, during which you cannot send alert phone notifications.
Can be delivered any day of the week, including on weekends and holidays.
Alert phone notifications are given priority over all other phone communications.

Understanding Information on the Alert Notifications Page
The Alert Notifications page lets you:
View existing notification details.
Create new alert notifications.
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The table below lists and describes the types of information that display on the Alert Notifications page.
Viewing Notifications
You can view all notifications that you and other users with the same security rights have created.

Info Type

Description

Status

Icons display, showing the state of the notification. Mouse over a status to see a brief description.
Icon

Meaning
Pending
Completed

Alert
Notification
Name

The name given by the creator of the notification. This is also a link to the Notification Report page for additional details about
the notification.

Created
By

The username of the person who created the notification.

Method

The type of communication used for the notification. Phone is the only method currently.

To Be
Contacted

The total number of appointments selected for the notification.

'#
Completed

The number of appointments for which the notification communications are considered complete up to the current time. Defaults
to a dash (no calls completed), and increases as calls are completed.

Start Date

The date the notification started. This is the same date the notification is initiated if before the call window or during the call
window, but not within 60 minutes of the end of the call window. Otherwise, it is the next day.

Complete
Date

The date the notification ends. This is the same date as the Start Date. Once the notification begins, calls continue until they
complete (same day) or until the end of the call window (whichever comes first). Calls not completed on the Start Date are not
delivered (no carryover to the next day).

Action

The action you can take regarding the notification. View is the only action currently. This is also a link to the Notification Report
page with details about the notification.

Creating and Initiating an Alert Phone Notification
Alert Notifications
You can only select the groups and schedules to which you have security rights.
Yellow banner messages are used as needed to alert you of actions you must complete before sending a notification.

Initiating an Alert Notification
1. From the Alert Notifications list page, click Create.
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1.

2. On the Populations List Appointments page, select the appropriate Groups, Schedules, Date, and whether to exclude or include
patients opted out. Click Find Appointments to review appointments today or tomorrow based on your selections. This considers any
appointment status other than canceled and any patient status other than deceased.

Filter

Description

Groups

Allows you to view only the appointments related to the selected groups.

Schedules

Allows you to view only the schedules attributed to providers in the selected groups.

Date

Appointments on this date display that meet criteria of other filters regardless of appointment time. The dates for
appointments are currently limited to today or tomorrow. Appointments for inactive and deceased patients are
excluded. This does not determine the date of communication.

Exclude
patients
opted out

Allows you to exclude or include patients opted out from IBM Phytel Remind phone communications.
Note
Exclude patients opted out is the default selection for this drop-down filter, but you can change it to the other
option, include patients opted out.

3. Select all appointments returned, or individually select as appropriate to your notification. There is a limit of 1,000 appointments in a
notification.
4. On the Message Library page, select the appropriate message for the notification. When you select the library template, the script for
the phone call displays below it.

5. Type a notification name in the left pane of the Message Library page.
Notification Name
You must use a unique name for this delivery date.
6.
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6. Navigate between the Population page and Message Library page until appropriate selections are complete.
7. Click Send to initiate the notification.
8. A pop-up box displays, providing the number of appointments to be included in the notification.

9. To continue with the notification, click Yes, send. Calls will be queued up for the notification, and you will be returned to the Alert
Notifications page.
From the Alert Notifications page, you can check on the progress of the notification.
There is no option to stop the notification.
10. To cancel the notification, and return to editing selections, click No. Calls will not be queued up for the notification, and you will be
returned to the Message page.
From the Message Library page, you can change your selections, or click Alert Notifications to delete the notification and
review the list of notifications previously created.
There is no option to save the notification.

Stopping and Editing a Notification
Before sending the notification, you can change your selections. After you send the notification, you cannot stop or edit the notification.

Accessing the Notification Report
The Notification Report page provides information about the status of patient communications in your alert notification. From the Alert
Notifications page, click the appropriate link in the Alert Notification Name column or View in the Action column to view the Notification
Report page.

The table below describes the information on the Notification Report page.
Info Type

Description

Alert
Notification
Name

The name given by the creator of the notification displays in bold at the top of the page.

Created By

The username of the person that created the notification.

Message Type

Office Closed (Bad Weather) template = Office Closed(Bad Weather)
Office Closed (General) template = Office Closed(Unexpected Event)
Provider Unavailable (General) template = Office Closed(Provider Unavailable)

Start Date

The date the notification started. This is the same date the notification is initiated if before the call window or during the call
window, but not within 60 minutes of the end of the call window. Otherwise, the Start Date is the next day.
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Complete Date

The date the notification ended. This is the same date as the Start Date. Once the notification begins, calls will continue until
they complete (same day), or until the end of the call window is reached (whichever comes first). Calls not completed on the
Start Date will not be delivered (no carryover to the next day).

Communication
Mode

The type of communication used for the notification (same as the method on the Alert Notification page). Phone is the only
method currently.

To Be
Contacted

The total number of appointments selected for the notification.

Number
Completed

The number of appointments the notification has contacted about up to the current time. This begins with a dash (no calls
completed) and increases as calls are completed.

Patient

The name of the patient.

Phone Number

The patient's phone number.

Appointment

The appointment date and time.

Provider

The provider associated with the appointment.

Facility

The facility associated with the appointment.

Result

Result of the notification communication for this appointment.
Result Type

Description

Communication Pending

Call is queued and waiting

Notification Successful

Answered by answering machine or live answer (heard at least the greeting)

System Dialing Error - Will Retry

Attempt unsuccessful; haven't exceeded retries, so will retry

Notification In Process

Being attempted now

Unsuccessful - System Dialing Error
Retries Exceeded

Final attempt unsuccessful, and retries exceeded

Unsuccessful - Call Period Expired

Call not placed because beyond end of call window; will not be delivered

Unsuccessful - Fax Machine/Modem

Attempt unsuccessful; will not retry

Phone Busy - Will Retry

Attempt unsuccessful; haven't exceeded retries so will retry

No Answer - Will Retry

Attempt unsuccessful; haven't exceeded retries so will retry

Person Hung Up - Will Retry

Unsuccessful because user hung up before greeting completed; haven't
exceeded retries, so will retry

Unsuccessful - Invalid Phone Number

Attempt unsuccessful; will not retry

Unsuccessful - Phone Busy Retries
Exceeded

Attempt unsuccessful; haven't exceeded retries, so will retry

Unsuccessful - No Answer Retries
Exceeded

Attempt unsuccessful; haven't exceeded retries, so will retry

Unsuccessful - Person Hung Up
Retries Exceeded

Attempt unsuccessful; haven't exceeded retries, so will retry

Unsuccessful - End Call Time Expired

Calls not attempted because end-of-call window reached; there will be no
additional retries for these appointments

Unsuccessful - Other

Attempt unsuccessful; haven't exceeded retries, so will retry
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Support
This section explains the following support topics:
Technical Support and Application Issues
Educational Assistance

Technical Support and Application Issues
IBM Phytel's Client Care team is available weekdays from 7:00 AM to 7:00 PM to offer technical support and help resolve any issues you may
encounter. During off-hours or weekends, you may still submit tickets, and they are responded to via on-call personnel. Your cases are triaged
and resolved according to their impact, priority, and staffing availability.
To contact Client Care, do any of the following:
Whether you have already logged in or are on the IBM Phytel application login page, mouse over the Help drop-down menu, and click Support
Request.

Complete the form with as much information as possible without including PHI, and click Submit.

Send an email to PhytelClientCare@us.ibm.com.
Avoid Sending PHI via Email
Because email is not a secure environment, avoid sending screen shots and other patient information (unless IBM Phytel has requested
them).

No Live Answer
Leave a voicemail at 1-800-559-3057, Ext. 5. This is not a live answer number.
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To log an issue, submit the following information:
Your contact information (name, email, and practice name)
Patient example (include patient’s initials, DOB, and the last four digits of the phone number where he or she received the IBM Phytel
call, if applicable)
A brief synopsis of the problem without including PHI
After you submit an issue using any of these options, you will receive a case number via email at the email address you provided.
After the issue is resolved, you will receive an email that references the case number and confirms the resolution of the issue.

Educational Assistance
You can access IBM Phytel's library of online product videos and resource materials by clicking Training from the Help drop-down menu:

A second page opens, taking you to IBM Phytel University, where you can browse the available resources. Here, you can view any videos or
download any other documents, such as user guides, FAQs, and the most recent product Release Notes available. This is an excellent resource if
you have new employees or need a refresher on any product or product-specific topics.

You can also email IBM Phytel's education department at phyteleducation@us.ibm.com if you have a question about how to use the product or a
specific feature.
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Notices
This information was developed for products and services offered in the US.
IBM may not offer the products, services, or features discussed in this document in other countries. Consult your local IBM representative for
information on the products and services currently available in your area. Any reference to an IBM product, program, or service is not intended to
state or imply that only that IBM product, program, or service may be used. Any functionally equivalent product, program, or service that does not
infringe any IBM intellectual property right may be used instead. However, it is the user's responsibility to evaluate and verify the operation of any
non-IBM product, program, or service.
IBM may have patents or pending patent applications covering subject matter described in this document. The furnishing of this document does
not grant you any license to these patents. You can send license inquiries, in writing, to:
IBM Director of Licensing
IBM Corporation
North Castle Drive, MD-NC119
Armonk, NY 10504-1785
US
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION PROVIDES THIS PUBLICATION "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,
EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF NON-INFRINGEMENT,
MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Some jurisdictions do not allow disclaimer of express or implied warranties
in certain transactions, therefore, this statement may not apply to you.
This information could include technical inaccuracies or typographical errors. Changes are periodically made to the information herein; these
changes will be incorporated in new editions of the publication. IBM may make improvements and/or changes in the product(s) and/or the
program(s) described in this publication at any time without notice.
Any references in this information to non-IBM websites are provided for convenience only and do not in any manner serve as an endorsement of
those websites. The materials at those websites are not part of the materials for this IBM product and use of those websites is at your own risk.
Licensees of this program who wish to have information about it for the purpose of enabling: (i) the exchange of information between
independently created programs and other programs (including this one) and (ii) the mutual use of the information which has been exchanged,
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US
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